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This guide lists crops that should and should not be used in seed production. The following lists are simple: they are seeds that can be made by a seed maker that are better done with a seed maker than a purchase. Each seasonal segment ends with an analysis of this season's wild seeds. Mathematics can be found at
the end of the manual. Use any quality ancient bean seed Starter Strawberry Seeds Use normal or silver quality, but no gold Garlic Seeds Kale Seeds Tulip Lucle use normal quality only jazz seeds Pasternak Potato Seeds (Note: Silver Star Potatoes sell just as much as buy two seeds) Special: Rhubarb Seeds Due to
the need to buy a 500g bus ticket, it's cheaper to give up rhubarb. to make a profit by donating 8 normal rhubarb, 14 seeds to make a profit for donating 7 silver rhubarb, or 8 to make a profit for donating 4 gold rhubarb. If you need less seed, it is best to use a seed maker. If you need more, buy seeds. Wild Seeds It is
much cheaper to craft Spring Seeds than to use a seed maker. Use any quality ancient Corn Seed Seeds Hop Starter Pepper Seeds Sunflower Seeds Tomato Seeds Use normal or silver quality, but no gold use the normal quality only Sprangle Seeds Starfruit Seeds Special: Starfruit Seeds. It is always more profitable to
put a regular starfruit quality in a seed manufacturer. If you instead use fruit quality silver, buying seeds is more profitable if at least 8 seeds are purchased, otherwise the added value of the bus ticket is too great. When using gold quality fruit, the minimum purchase is four seeds. However, given the extraordinary value of
star fruit wine, a farmer with any barrels should never give up a seed star-maker. Wild Seeds It is much cheaper to craft summer seeds than to use a seed maker. Use any quality ancient corn seed Seeds Cranberry Seeds Grape Starter (Note: Gold quality grapes sell for the same price as two grape snacks. Sunflower
seeds Use normal or silver quality, but no gold use the normal quality only Bok Choy Seeds (Note: silver quality Bok Choi sells for the same price as the purchase of two seeds Bok Choi) Special: Artichoke Seeds. It is never profitable to use artichoke seeds in a seed producer. However, artichokes can be grown from
mixed seeds in year one, and are not sold until two years. The seed producer offers a way to get harvest a year earlier. Special: Beetroot seeds. Again, a bus ticket. Buy 18 seeds or more immediately to be cheaper than using regular beetroot, 12 to be cheaper than using silver, 10 will be cheaper than using gold. Special
note: Rare seeds cost less than putting sweet berries of gemstones in a seed producer. However, rare seeds are a limited commodity. In theory, one could use a seed maker to fill a greenhouse with sweet gem berries and continue to maintain profits. Wild Seeds It's much a bit to craft Fall Seeds than to use a Seed
Maker. Players with mushroom bunkers in the cave farm can choose to eat the losses just for the relative abundance of low quality common mushrooms. The only seeds for the winter are winter seeds. It's better to use Seed Maker than to create them normally. Note, Winter Roots are drop items from Blue Slimes that
can be used to stock up on these seeds off-season. Mechanics Seed Maker Seed Maker is unlocked on Agriculture 9, with a free unit given to the dye kit by the Council Community Center. The Dye Bundle requires red cabbage and duck feathers, hard to find in Year 1, and Agriculture 9 is also a high hurdle, so the seed
maker is likely to factor in only in year 2 and later. The seed producer consumes the crop, almost any crop, and takes 20 game minutes to produce seeds from that crop. Daily luck and quality of goods do not affect the process. The seed producer has a 97.51% chance of producing the seeds of this crop. This means that
if you feed 40 cranberry seeds, usually 39 of them will spit out cranberry seeds. The odd person is likely to produce mixed seeds, but once every 200 runs the manufacturer instead produces ancient seeds. When the seed producer produces the appropriate seeds, it produces 1 to 3 seeds each time. This means that the
40 crops of the previous example are likely to become 78 seeds, 1.95 seeds per crop lost. The question is is the seed producer is worth it for this becomes Can I buy two seeds for the sale price of one crop? Note that not all seeds are available for sale at any time. If you need some of the season seeds for the
greenhouse, the seed maker is the only reliable option. Wild Seeds Equation for Wild Seeds is a little different. Wild seeds are always produced through the sacrifice of products. Then the question arises which recipe is cheaper: one copy of each seasonal feed, or five copies of a particular seasonal feed is needed.
Comments (1) Share you're in: Object Review/Item Review/Seeds Maker turns most crops (except garden crops) into seeds for planting. Very useful for acquiring rare seeds such as ancient seeds. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. From Stardew Valley, The Seed Maker is part of
an oil refinery that produces seeds from the harvested crop or one of four furages: wild horseradish, spice berries, common mushroom, or winter root. It takes 20 game minutes to process the seeds. A seed producer can be created after studying the recipe at the level of agriculture 9. One Seed Maker is for completing
the dye Bundle on the bulletin board. The seed maker can sometimes be found in the treasury in Skull Cave. Seeds on harvest Seed producer can produce 1-3 seeds of the same grade as input culture (97.51% chance, average 2 2 2 1-4 Mixed seeds (1.99% chance), or ancient fruit seed (0.5% chance). Neither the
amount of seeds produced nor the likelihood of getting mixed seeds or ancient seeds affect good luck. The game initiates a pseudo-random number generator with a calculated seed: (#_days_played) - (unique_game_ID) / 2 (X_tileLocation object) - (Y_tileLocation object) × 77 (timeOfDay) This determines the type and
number of seeds produced. Daily luck and enhanced luck do not affect this result in any way. Without seed harvest Seed Producer doesn't produce seeds from: The History of Stardew Valley, a SEED MAKER FORMULA to get ancient seeds - please help me! The seed maker formula calculates your chances of getting
an ancient seed when you put any random crop in Seed Maker (Level 9 Agriculture). This is not based on luck, but rather on a specific calculation. I accidentally found a few cases in which the seed maker would produce an ancient seed at a certain time, but I need help with the formula. WARNING FOR
MATHEMATICAL THINGS!!! wicket10; 7 Dec. 2017 at 8:55 p.m. If you've been playing Stardew Valley for a while, you may start to become a little more self-sufficient. Instead of relying on Pierre or JojaMart for your seeds, you want to collect your own from your products. To do this, you'll need a Seed Maker machine.
The easiest way to get a seed maker is actually by completing a dye bundle that can be found on the bulletin board at a community center. You'll need the following elements to complete the bundle. Red MushroomSea UrchinSunflowerDuck FeatherAquamarineRed CabbageIf you don't want to spend your time in the
Stardew Valley hunting for these items, you will also unlock the crafting recipe for seed maker once you reach agricultural level 9. You will need 25 wood, 10 charcoal, and one gold bar in order to work it out. With this aside, all you have to do now is find a place to put it on your farm. Set it down and now you can turn your
crops into seeds. You get one to three seed packs for each crop you put in. For more information about the game, be sure to check out our wikis. Seed Makers turn products into seeds that can generate random forage crops from this season. For players looking for a crop to grow in winter, Seed Maker comes to the
rescue. Aside from the wild seeds you get from a seed maker, nothing else can grow during this season. This funny little item lets you get the seeds out of four that can be used to grow other forage products from this season. Making Seed Maker Kraft Seed Producer takes 25 wood, 10 coal, and 1 Golden Bar Kraft Seed
Maker means making it at the level of agriculture 9. It seems rude, but it's actually one of the first skills you'll probably get to level 9 and certainly doable in the first year if you're focused on crops. The seed producer requires 25 wood, 10 coal and gold ingot. You can buy 5 gold ores from a blacksmith to do this - you will
need an oven to smell of metals. You don't need 4 as shown above because the seeds are ready in just a few minutes. Just a few of them can put out the seeds at a very fast speed. Using Seed Maker Putting Four Types of Foraged Items into a Seed Grower Creates Different Kinds of Seeds: Use Wild HorseRadish
Summer Seeds: Use Berry's Spice Fall Seeds: Using Common Mushroom Winter Seeds: Using Winter Root It Only Takes 10 Minutes of Game Time to Seed (so a few real seconds of life). Use them to get free crops. The seed maker releases 1-3 seeds and can even spit out an ancient seed for you, although they are
rare. These seeds can be used to complete the bundles, but must be grown during the correct season. Getting Winter Root and Other Seed Maker Products Getting Winter Root with Hoe's Stardew Valley Search for Wild Horseradish and Spice Berries is pretty obvious. They're on the ground all over the old world. Look
around the city, north of it, and in the woods south of your farm. Mushrooms are found in the forest and the Secret Forest. If you have made a cave in a mushroom farm, this is another option for getting common mushrooms. The winter root, on the other hand, is buried. Use a hoe on charred soil. You can find that inside
Pelican Town and on its beach. The latter is the best place to get it. With Steel Hoe I was able to dig out 22 winter roots in one day, thanks to the updated hoe ability of up to 5 tiles at once. What's more, you can go back daily. Another place to find winter root before the start of the season is inside the mine at colder
levels around 40-70. By doing this, you can have winter seeds on the first day and put the winter root back into the seed maker to continue this process! Planting and collecting wild seeds you get will provide a feeding skills experience, just not so much as finding them in the world (which gives a little more double-feeding
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